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Modifications for polarization measurement The polarization observations reported in this paper

were made between September 2002 and May 2004. Earlier testsof the technique were made using a

single cross-polarized antenna (3, 4). The CBI was upgraded in 2002 to enhance its polarization capa-

bility. This involved replacement of the existing polarizers with new broadband achromatic polarizers,

replacement of the high-electron-mobility-transistor (HEMT) amplifiers with new lower-noise ampli-

fiers, and reconfiguration of the antennas into a more compactarray.

The circular polarization mode (R or L) received by each antenna can be selected by changing the

orientation of a quarter-wave plate in front of the low noiseamplifier. The original CBI quarter-wave

plates were replaced by achromatic DASI-style polarizers (1, 5) that could be rotated under computer

control so that the polarization in any antenna can be changed in < 5 s. An important design goal for

polarization observations is to limit the polarization impurity: if an antenna does not receive pureR or
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L polarization the linear polarization measurements will becorrupted by an admixture of total intensity

I. The fraction ofI that appears in theRL or LR visibility measurement is called the leakage. This is

a complex number (amplitude and phase) that must be measuredfor each antenna. The new polarizers

reduced the leakages from∼ 5–15% to ∼ 1–3%. The leakages are stable, and typically exhibit changes

of < 0.2% over periods of a few months.

In the first two years of operation of the CBI (2000 and 2001) weused sparse configurations of

the antennas in order to cover a wide range of multipoles (300 < l < 3500). For the polarization

observations we decided to concentrate on the multipole range300–2000 in order to provide maximum

sensitivity in the region where the CMB polarizedEE signal is expected to be the greatest. For this

reason we adopted the close-packed configuration shown in Fig. 1. This configuration provides the

highest concentration of short baselines possible with theCBI and provides an excellent match to thel

range of the expected maximumEE signal.

Data calibration and editing. During the observations and initial data analysis, we inspected each

night’s observations to look for instrumental and other problems. For the final analysis, we used auto-

matic procedures to remove data with known problems (warm orunstable receivers, for example) and

with higher than normal noise levels. This last check eliminated≈ 1% of the data that had been corrupted

by clouds or instrumental problems.

Amplitude calibration. For the CBI, the amplitude and phase calibration of the co-polar visibility

data (RR or LL) was carried out using the same procedures as for the 2000–2001 observations (6). The

refinement of the CBI flux density scale using the WMAP observations of Jupiter has been described

in (7). The uncertainty in the revised scale is 1.3% in flux density(2.6% in the power spectrum,Cl).

On most nights one or more of the primary calibration sourcesTau A (the Crab Nebula), Jupiter, Saturn,

and 3C 274 was observed. All of these gave consistent results, except for 3C 274: we found that the

flux density of 3C 274 declined by7% over the period of these observations. The model for 3C 274 was

adjusted to take this secular variation into account beforethe final calibration of the data.

The majority of CBI data are calibrated using measurements of Tau A and Jupiter, as in (7). When

none of the primary calibration sources was available we used secondary calibration sources, such as the

variable quasar J1924−293, for which we obtained flux densities by interpolating from adjacent days

calibrated against the primary calibrators.

Polarization calibration. The calibration measurements on the co-polar baselines yield complex gain

factors for each antenna. These gain factors are sufficient to calibrate the cross-polarized baselines (LR
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andRL) except for an unknown phase difference between theR antennas and theL antennas, equivalent

to an unknown rotation of the plane of linear polarization (1, 8). We determine the unknownL − R

phase difference by observations of a strong, polarized calibration source, Tau A, for which we assume

the polarization position angle (E-vector) is−27.6◦. This value was derived (3, 4) by comparison of

CBI and Very Large Array (9) observations of 3C 273 and 3C 279, both of which vary but are observed

regularly with the CBI at 26–36 GHz and the VLA at frequenciesstraddling the CBI band (22 GHz and

44 GHz) (10). It is close to the angle measured with other instruments atlower frequencies. TheL−R

phase difference is very stable unless receivers or cables are modified, so on nights when no measurement

of Tau A was available we used the average of all the Tau A measurements.

Leakage measurement We measured the instrumental polarization leakage factorson each night when

either Tau A or Jupiter could be observed. These observations were made at a number of different

parallactic angles, by rotating the CBI platform, to enablethe source and instrumental polarization to be

separated. The instrumental leakage was found to be in the range 1%–3% on most baseline–channels,

with a few baseline–channels showing leakages as high as 5%.We determined that leakage did not vary

significantly across the field of view by making observationsof Tau A at a number of offset positions.

This low level of instrumental polarization and our strategy of rotating the deck so that many antenna

pairs contribute to the same(u, v) point ensures that any instrumental polarization in our final data set is

negligible (< 1%). We have therefore ignored the instrumental polarizationin the present analysis.

Noise calculation. In order to ensure that the ground contamination was identical in each of a set

of six pointings, we deleted all visibility samples that didnot have counterparts observed at the same

hour angle (within the tolerance of the integration time, 4.2 s) in all of the six fields. After selecting

matched data points in this way, we calculated the noise fromthe scatter of the visibility measurements.

As an error in the noise estimate will bias the final power spectrum estimate, it is important to obtain

an accurate estimate of the noise in the data. In one scan, comprising observations of 6 fields, we

recordm = 1, . . . ,M (M varies, but is usually about 37) data points (complex visibilities) for each of

n = 1, . . . , N fields (N = 6) . The observed visibilityVnm is related to the true visibilityXn and the

ground contributiongm by

Vnm = Xn + gm + rnm, (1)

wherernm is the noise in the measurement. Note thatXn is the same for allm (we do not change the

baseline length or orientation relative to the sky during the scan), andgm is the same for alln (the ground

contribution is assumed to be the same in each field, i.e., constant for the duration of the scan at a given
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elevation and azimuth). An estimator for the noise varianceis

1

(M − 1)(N − 1)

N∑

n=1

M∑

m=1

Ψ2
nm. (2)

whereΨnm is derived fromVnm by subtracting the mean of theN measurements from allN obtained

at each timem, and the mean of theM measurements from allM obtained on each fieldn. Our best

estimator is the average of the two estimates obtained by treating the real and imaginary parts of the

visibility separately. We obtained a single noise estimatefor each baseline–channel that applies to a

whole 18 min scan. The variance of the estimator is

Var(σ̂2) =
σ2

(M − 1)(N − 1)
. (3)

The uncertainty in the noise estimate in each scan is small enough that noise bias (6) is not a concern in

the present observations. Scans with rms noise more than three times that expected for normal system

temperatures were deleted; in most cases the high noise was due to clouds.

Power spectrum estimation The principles of estimating polarization power spectra from interfer-

ometer visibility measurements are described by (2). To process the CBI data, we have extended the

gridding-based procedure used in our earlier work (11) to deal with mosaicked polarization observa-

tions. A given correlator output sample, or visibility, canbe one of the four polarization productsRR,

RL, LR, or LL. These can be related to the fundamental CMB polarization modesT (temperature),

E, andB (polarization) through the expressions given in Equations3 and 4 of (2). The resulting power

spectra are decomposed into the six possible covariancesTT , EE, BB, TE, TB, andEB. Note that

because the CBI measures circular polarization products, which are orientation independent (depending

only on the handedness of the wave polarization), the CBI (orany interferometer using circularly polar-

ized receptors) is sensitive to theE andB modes directly. This simplifies the power spectrum analysis.

The co-polarRR andLL visibilities are gridded together into an effectiveRR estimator (〈LL〉

and 〈RR〉 are identical in the absence of circular polarization) as in(11), while the cross-polarRL

andLR visibilities are gridded together, after conjugating and reflecting theLR visibilities in theuv-

plane, into cross-polar estimators∆RL using the same gridding kernel as the co-polar data. The covari-

ance matrix elements are computed for the cross-polar estimators using a modified operatorPRL(v) =

P(v) ei 2 (χ−ψ) whereP is defined in Equation 12 of (11), ψ is the on-sky parallactic angle of the CBI

receivers (Equation 2 of (1)) andχ is the wave-vector angle corresponding to theuv pointv (Equation 3

of (2)). The band powers derived from the likelihood analysis arethen{qSB , B = 1, . . . , NS
B}; the dif-

ferent covariance productsS = TT,EE,BB, TE, TB,EB can have different numbers and locations
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of bands. Point sources are handled in the same manner as in (11), with the option of projecting out the

sources from theRL andLR parts of the covariance. The new scanning procedure required the addition

of a scan projection matrixCscan constructed by building a “noiselike” matrix as in Equations 32 and 35

of (11), with the covariance elementsEkk′ = 1 if visibilities k andk′ are from the same scan (otherwise

zero); this is then projected out with a pre-factorqscan in the same way as the point sources are. Details

of this modified procedure will be given in (12).

The maximum likelihood estimation of the spectrum from the gridded estimators is done on the CITA

McKenzie cluster (13) which consists of 256 nodes with two 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon processors and 1 GB

of memory per node. The matrix operations are done using the SCALAPACK library (14). From an

initial guess of the spectrum, we iterate to the maximum likelihood solution using the Newton-Raphson

method. One modification to the procedure used in (15) provides a significant improvement. Rather than

use the standard approximation to the curvature, with whichthe number of expensive matrix operations

is proportional to the number of bins in the spectrum, we use an approximate curvature that requires

only a single matrix inversion (16). Using 32 nodes per mosaic, with104 estimators per mosaic, this

decreases the time per iteration from about an hour to one minute, without changing the solutions. The

total time for the spectrum to converge, once the estimatorsand correlations are read into memory, is

about 10 minutes, and is virtually independent of the numberof bins in the spectrum.
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Fig. S1. Normalized band-to-band correlations for the 7 bands shown in Table 1.
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Fig. S2. Band-power window functions for the CBI polarization observations with the bands shown in
Table 1. The expected value of band power for a given model spectrum,Cl, is

∑
l [W (l)/l] l(l+1)Cl/2π.

The total area under each window function is equal to unity. The band powers for each spectrum also
contain contributions from the the others (EE band powers are affected by changes to the modelTT and
TE as well asEE, for example), but for the CBI these cross-polarized windowfunctions are small, with
peak amplitudes of no more than a few percent of the same-polarized window functions.
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Fig. S3. CBI polarization power spectra obtained from low- and high-frequency channels.Red points:
26–31 GHz;blue points: 31–36 GHz. The points have been offset horizontally inl for clarity. The four
panels show total intensity power spectrumTT , curl-free polarization mode power spectrumEE, curl
polarization mode power spectrumBB, and cross-spectrumTE. The fiducial model curve is the same
as in Fig. 6.
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